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SUMMARY

Thermal plumes have a great influence on the air flow pattem in rooms. While

some experimental results are published and compared with analytical
models for isothermal surroundings, only little is found on numerical
simulation of such situations. Even less is found for thermal plumes in a
ventilated confined space, which usually result in temperature stratif¡cation
with a great influence on the evolution ol velocity and temperature prcfiles.

ln this work, a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) code with the standad k-

e tulöulence model has been applied lo lhe simulation of thermalplumes in

rooms with diff ere nt lempe ratu re strati f ¡cations.

ln the case of a fully developed self-similar flow, experimsntally generated by

a small circular heat source in the cenler of a rcom with no ventilation, the
simulation results were oompared with detailed measurements and analytical

models. For this so-called point heat sourco the simulated peak values and

radii of velocity and temperature profiles and the evolution of these quantit¡es

as functions of height show very good agreement with both the m€asurements

and the anlytical models.

!n the case of a llow lrom a heated vertical cylinder with the size and heat
power ol a sitting person, over 30 ditferent situations with regard to vent¡lat¡on

parameters and rssutting temperature stratilication have been simulated. Due

to the complexity of the flow, the experimentaldata were insuflicient and a

deta¡led comparison was not possible in some cases. At smalltemp€rature
strat¡licat¡on levels, lhe experimental volume flow and the ¡ncreased plume air
volume llow with ventilation are also predicted by the simulation.

The overall agreement of the numsrical resuJts with the experimontal

m€esurements is very good and proves the value of numerical simulation for

lhe ventilation engineer to model the etlecl ol thermal plumes driving room air
llow.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Thermal Plumes ¡n Rooms

Room air flow is strongly influenced by thermal plumes caused by all types of
heat sources present in rooms, e.g. heaters, clmputers, human bodies. Their
influence on the flow is even more pronounced if the room ventilation is
almost purely natural or only weakly forced as it is in the case of the
displacement ventilation that has becÐme popular in the last years. So,
adequate models describing air flow with plumes are indispensable for the
ventilation designers.

Figure 1a shows a typical schematic flow pattem in a room with a heat source
and ¡ts associated plume that dom¡nates the room air flow. The plume

increases in width and velocity with height and entrains air frcm the sides. The
flow behaviour of thermal plumes in conjunction with a displacement
vent¡lation system is even more complex. Only a fsw deta¡lsd experimental
data are available and only little is known about the performance of numeñcal

codes in predicting the air llow in such situations.

Thermal plumes in rooms with temperature slralilication have been the subject
of the work canied out by Koloed and Nielsen (1990). They investigated in

detail plumes above a single heat source that was located in the centre of a

test chamber, and compared the results with analytical predictions. Numerical
simulation has been applied to turbulent buoyant plumes in lree isothermal
sunoundings (open-air), and has been shown to agres well with analytical
predictions for such plumes (Schaelin et al. 1992).

ln this work, numerical simulation of air flow has been applied to the
expeñmentalsituations of Kofoed and Nielsen (1990). The numerical results

are oompared with the measurements and analytical prediclions.
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1.2. Analytical Laws for Plumes

Figure 1b shows a plume in some more details. The buoyancy-driven air
becomss turbulent atter a while. For a small source the plume velocily and
temperature profiles are axisymmetric and are characterized by the maximum
values of velocity v and excess temperature 

^T 
and the profile widths. For the

profile widths, the radii ru and rT are taken where the values v or ÂT drop to 1/e
of its peak values, as shown in Figure 1b.

Turbulent buoyant axisymmetric plumes have been investigatsd for about 50
years already. For plumes in a unilorm environment Schmidt (1941) derived
for a point heat source following power law dependencies as functions of
height z for peak velocity v, peak temperature ÂT, and plume width r":

z'1ß (t)

^T 
_ z_sß (21

rv (3)

The similañty hypothesis states that the velocity and temperature proliles are
selfsimilar. Popiolek (198f ) approximates the profiles by Gaussian functions

v (r¿) = f (z) exp (- m (rtzl2 ) (4)

ÂT(r,z) = g(z)exp(-p(rtzl2) (S)

and deñvEs following expressions

v = o.oæ { ç . ln 
}to ooto .-'o 

"rp 
(- m (rtzl2) (6)

^r = 0.011 
{ 
e+tÐ3 

}to oo* ,* erp l- p (rtz)2) (7)

For a good comparison of experimental and computational results, the
following relations are helplul. observing that the Gaussian velocity profile
above a point source at a given height z is

v (r) = vmax exp ( - (rtr"lz ) (g)

it can be deñved lor the volums flux (Kofoed and Nielsen 1990)

oal

V= 2æ lvrdr =rvma¡ rv2 (e)
0
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments have been canied out in a full-scale test chamber described
¡n detail by Kofoed (1991). Figure 3 gives an impression of the room with

dimensions 8 m x 6 m x 4.6 m lor length, width, and height, respectively. The
room is equipped with a displacement ventilation system with two walþ
mounted ditlusors and to exhaust openings in the ceiling, so lhe room can be

ventilated and ditferent verticaltemperature gradients created, il desired.

The plumes from two ditferent heat sources placed in the exact centrs of the
room have been investigated. The large-scale instab¡l¡ty of the plume is

considered by using a multi-point measuring and data processing method.
The method is called the eltrapolation method and allows low measurement
resull scatter with regard to maximum velocity, temperature excess and plume

integral parameter values, see Popiolek (1981) or Kofoed (1991). The
temperature gradients outside the plume have also been recorded for the
diflerent experiments.

The first heat source is a steel tube, height 150 mm and diameter 50 mm, with

a hot wire inside. For the measurements the source is placed vertically in a
block of mineral wool (see Figure 2a). Source and mineral wool are raised
100 mm above the floor and the air sucked through the source from below.

The llow lrom the tube serves lor the experimental verification of the point heat

source model in a uniform environment. A fully developped flow with a zone of
nearly crmplete similarity is obtained in the case of no mechanical ventilation
of lhe room. The power supplied for the heat source is 343 W, and the
convective parl around 220W.

The secþnd heat source is designed as similar in size and etfect to a sitting
human body. ll consists ol a homogeneously heated black cylinder 1 m high
and 0.4 m in diameter (see Figure 2b). The heating power is 100 W with a
convective heat transfer to the air of about 25 W, derived lrom the €xpsrimen-
tally measured profiles and also c¡nlirmed by the estimated ¡adiation transfer
to the room surfaces. The surface temperature is about 32"C.

With lhis heat source situat¡ons with and without ventilations have been
investigated, but the interpretation of ths results tumed out to be much more

ditlicult than with heat sourc€ f because no self-similar llow regime was

developed.

)
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3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
3.1. Description of CFD code
For the calculation of the airllow field and temperature distribution, the
conservation equations of mass, momsntum, and energy are solved in three
dimensions for steady situations. A computer code developed and described
by Rosten and Spalding (1987) was used in conjunction with the standad k-e

turbulence model (Launder and Spalding 1974) to solve the conservation
equations in finite-volume form for pressure, velocity components, energy h =
e T (cp, cþnstant heat capacity; T, temperature), turbulent snergy k, and
dissipation of lurbulent energy e.

The solution procedure uses an upwind-difference scheme and staggered
grids for the velocity components as desc¡ibed by Patankar (1980). The
calculation is done under the assumption of incompressibility with the
Boussinesq approximation for the buoyancy force.

The simulations were done mostly on a workstation with actual 5 MFLOPs
performance for the implemented CFD code. A 3-dimensional42 x 36 x 26 =
39312 cells case needs about 1000 sweeps to convsrge in a time of 8 hours.

3.2. Overv¡ew of numer¡cal cases cons¡dered
Numedcal simulations have been applied to two different cases, each with
one of the two heater types. The 'point source' type cases are labeled 'RVnf
and the cases with the cylinder heat source'RVCrf. Allthe geometrical
bodies and surfaces have been represented by cartesian bodies. So the
hollow cylinder in source 1 (diameter 5 cm) is represented by a square
opening of 4 cm width in a solid cube 80 cm wide and 10 cm high and situated
15 cm above the lloor (without feet), and the source 2 is a cylinder (diameter
40 cm) modelled by a square of 40 cm width.

For the hsat transferred to the air the convective part of the experimental value
was taken, i.e. about 220W in the point source case and about 25 W in the
cylinder source case.

Figure 3 shows the cartesian grid used for the RV cases with a total of
42'36'26 = 39'312 grid cells. The RVC grid is similar wilh 42'34'25 = 35?00
c€lls. Note please that the zoordinate points upright in the flow direction ol
lhe plume, as opposed to the work done by Kofoed (1991) where the upright
coordinate has been chosen as x. The planes for which temperature and
velocity profiles are shown later are ¡ndicated as x=6 and x=21. The numbers
6 and 21 relerto lhe grid number.

The RV casss have been calculated without ventilation, and for the RVC cases
situations with and without ventilation have been considered, as in the experi-
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ments. ln lhe experiments the temperature pofiieó across iire room height ran-

ge from almost isothermal (0.05 l(m or less) to moderately stratilied (0.3 llm)'

Numerically the boundary cÐndition at the walls and at the lloor and the

ceiling had to be adjusted slightly in order to lit the experimental conditions

inside the room far from the plume. Wall temperatures etc. are not known in

detail in the experiment. At the walls and at the ceiling a certain small heat

flux outwards was prescribed, and the floor was held at the average air

temperature. ln the ventilation cases the inlet lemperature was unknown and

slightly varied to study the influence on the room air flow, as described in

detail in Section 4.2.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Gases w¡th po¡nt source

The main case, with nealy complete similarity, is discussed in great detail ¡n

the work done by Koloed (1991 ) or Kofoed and Nielsen (1990). The data are

contained on page 150 or in Table 1 , respectively, but only in the first case the

verticaltemperature gradient is given in deta¡l.

The best lit of lhe experimental data with the analytical Gaussian proliles was

obtained with a convecled heat transfer value oÍ 220 W and Gaussian profile

parameters m=l 10 and p=l 15. These values are average values over the
self-similar regime ol the experimental flow pattem. The same m and p values

were applied in this work for the comparison of the numerically calculated
proliles with the analylical Gaussian profiles of Equations 6 and 7-

Figure 4 shows the flow field and some temperature contour lines ¡n two
planes for Case RV8. The otl-plume temperaturs prol¡le for the midplane

(x=21) is almost lhe same as for plane x=6. This ledure is common to all the

cases calculated. The same hsating power (220 W) as in the'E4'experiment
derived lor the convec'tive parl was applied in this numerical case.

The plume in this case RVB is now analyzed and discussed in detail. Figure 5

shows the evolution of velocity and tsmperature peak as lunctions of the

height z. ln the range between 2 m and 3.5 m - which ¡s the fully turbulent and

sell-similar range - the agreement with the experimsntal values are excellent

(lor the temperature even from 1.5 m on). A similar agreement holds for the

analyt¡cal profiles afier Equations 6 and 7 for the parameter values m=l10

and p=115. For z > 3.5 m ths numerical peak values drop down because of

the stagnation effect of the ceiling, but no experimental values are available.

The excellent fit with the parameters ln=1 10 and p=1 15 means also that the

entra¡nment factor is the sams as in the measursment (Popiolek 1981, Kofoed

and N¡elsen 1990),
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Figure 6 shows the velocity and temperature profiles across the plume in a
typical (arbitrarily chosen) height ol z = 2 m above the floor. The numerical
profiles are compared with the Gaussian profiles atter Equations 6 and 7.
Again the agrsement is very good even il the numerical profiles are a little bit
narrower than the experimental ones. The numerical velocity and temperature
profile widths at half maximum are narrower by 5% andT.So/o, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the numericalvelocity and lemperature profile
widths expressed in r, and rT ( as in the work by Kofoed 1991) as functions ol
the height z. The velocity profile width agrees quite wellwith the experimental
one lrom 1.2 m to 3.5 m, but is slightly less steep. The virtual crcss soct¡on with
the lloor is at z¡ = - 0.5 m ( as opposed to 26 = - 0.25 m in the experiment). The
numrical temperature profile width is considerably narrower by about 20/" in
the fully turbulent region.

Figure I shows the volume flux as calculated from Equalion 9 for the
numerical case. lt is compared with the analytical expression

È o.oosr eoto ( z- zoln (s)

derived trom Equation 9 and 6 w¡th parameter values m=l10 and p=115. The
numerical volume flux increase is slightly smaller because of the smaller
velocity prolile radius value that appsars squared in Equation 9.

The overallagreement is very good with some deviations in the temperature
profile width. What is not observed in the numerical results is a sharp
distinction between transition and turbulent region. lt looks as if the plume is
already turbulent very shoilly after the source as indicated by the lact that the
numericalturbulence maximum ¡s at about 1 m above the floor due to the high
shear flow around the air outlet from the heat source. This is not vsry
surpñsing because the k-e model is known to be valid for lully turbulkent llow
only. No physical model is implemented that describes the transition
behaviour lrom laminar too turbulent. wherever shear llow is found as around
the plume core turbulence energy is calculated for fully turbulent flow.

Nsvertheless the calculations tum out to be quite accurate at least for
vent¡lation engineer purposes to model the etfect of thermal plumes driving
room air flow.

4.2. Gases w¡th extended souroe
with the extended heat source the comparison ol the numerical resutts and
conclusions are considerably more ditficult by fotlowing reasons: a) The
plume profile near the source becomes non-Gaussian. b) The plume becomes
non-axisymmetric. c) The whole plume becomes eventually tilted and even
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partially disintegrated, depending on the parametsrs of the in-flow (as

illustraled by Figure 13). So in these cases some conclusions will be more
qualitative in nature.

Figure 9 shows the flow pattern of case RVC21 with the big cylindrical heat

source ol22W with no extra ventilation. Because the heat source ¡s extended
and also heated at the outside surfaces, the plume has in its first 30 cm the
peak velocities in a circular region near the top edges and not in the middle
as fuñher above. lf in addition ventilation is turned on the whole plume is

slightly shifted in the inlet flow direction (not shown in a figure). The

temperature stratilication is only 0.05 l(m between a height of 2 and 4 m.

Figure 10 shows lhe llow pattem of case RVC92, which is the same as the
previous case RVC21, with the ventilation turned on at a level of 0.7 ach and
the air inlet temperature being the same as the average room temperature
(20"C). The strat¡fication is the same as in the previous case, and the plume

flow pattem looks alike.

Figure 11a shows lhe evolulion ol velocity and temperature peak as functions
of the height z for case RVC21. The profiles in the first m above the heat

sourc€ are nol Gaussian (they look more like a superposition of two Gaussian
proliles ¡mmediately above the heat source), so the values cannot be

compared to an simple lunction. Al least the profile width approaches a linear
lunction between a height ol 3 m and 4 m. The situation is very similar for the
case RVC92 with ventilation and therefore not shown hers.

ln the experimentalwork, the volume llux after Equation t has been investi-
gated for the cases with extended heat sourcs, and this evaluation is also
shown for the numedcal simulations. Fig. 11b shows now the volume llux for
the two cases RVC2I and RVC92. For both casss, the volume flux is derived
lrom an x- and a y-plane cut through the plume axis separately. The plume is

not axisymmetric as in the point source oases, but has an elliptic cross-
section, also in the case without ventilation, however mors pronounced in the
ventilation case. Between a height o12.2 and 3.5 m the profiles are about
Gaussian and the volume flux calculation is conec{. The absolute level is the
same (0.06 m3/s at z=2 Ít and 0.10 m3/s at z=3 m). The case with ventilation

shows 57" more volume llux if one assumes an elliptical cross section and
takes thg gsometrical average ol the volume fluxes in the two perpendicular
planes (i.e. square root of the product). The expedmental shows about 10%

more volume llux wilh ventilation, but the measurement spread is in the same

order.

ln the experimental work a third case was presenled with a higher tempsra-
ture stratification o10.3 llm. Such a level, homogeneously distdbuted across

the height, could not be obtained in the numerical simulations. Over 30
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ditferent variations ol lloor, wall and ceiling temperature boundary conditions
and of inlet temperature and mass llow have been testsd, because alllhe
mentioned temperaturs values have been unknown lor the experimental
cases. Following conclusions can be drawn from these parameter study:

a) The variation of +/- 1oC forthe temperature or +/- 10 W per wall forthe heat
flux has been lound to have no influence on the temperature stratification and
on the flow pattern. The deviations have been assumed not to be higher in the
experiment.

b) ln order to yield a temperature stratification, the inlet air temperature has to
be lower than the room average temperature. Homogeneous stratification
levels of 0.3 l(m could not be reached by the described parameler variations.
An air inlet temperature ditference ol -1 K or more is certainly realistic for the
experimental case wilh a temperature stratification ol 0.3 l(/m because the air
tempsraure near the lloor is 18.1oC and immediately at the floor 19.0'C
(Kofoed 1990, page 170).

Figure 12 shows flow patterns and some temperature contour lines for a
ventilation of 0.7 ach and varied inlet temperature difference bstween 0 and -
2oC. Near the floor a cooler air tayer develops with decreasing inlet air
temperature. Figure 13 shows similar results for a temperature ditference of -
0.5oC and lor ventilation rates from 0.7 to 4ach. Stratification is enhanced, but
only at high venlilation levels. ln the case ol 4 ach, a stratification of 0.3 l(/m is
reached near the plume, but the plume is partially disintegrated. This ligure
shows also the tilting of the plume with incresing ventilation. However a
quantilative comparison is not possible, because of lhe increasingly irregular
shapes and because not enough experimental parameters are known.

The turbulence level in allthe cases with cylindrical sourcs is lower (turbulent
kinetic energy ¡s typically 10 times lower with the maximum located at the
ceiling) than in the point source cases because the velocities are much lower
near the cylindrical source. The plumes are still in the transition region and the
self-similarity regime is probably not reachod, but ¡t cannot be seen clearly
lrom the results because of non-Gaussian profiles. lt was also derived for the
€xperimental prolile in lhe work ol Koloed and Nielsen (1990) that the plumes
are still in the transition region.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing the results of the numerical simulations, following conclusions

can be drawn:

. The overall agreement of the numerical results with the experimental

measurements is very good with some excellent predictions.

. There are some deviations because the turbulsnce model is dedved lor fully

turbulent flow and does not have the same aocuracy for transit¡on llow, and

also because not enough experimental parameters are known for the setting

of the numerical boundary conditions.

. For the point heat source case, the peak values of velocity and temperature

proliles as a function of plume height agree almost perfectly with the analy-

tical predictions derived from the self-similadty hypothesis. The experimental

values are also well predicted in the turbulent region (from a height of 1.5 m

above lhe heat source). ln the experiment a transition region is observed

below, near the heat source, which is not shown by the numerical simula'

tions.

. Also profile widths for velocity and temperature and volume llow as a

lunction of height are well predicted. The profile widths can be wellfitted with

the Gaussian profile parameters m=l10 and p=115, which are derived from

the measurements. lt means that also the entrainmsnt factor is predicted

conectly, and the results can be considered reliable if the velocities of the
plume and of the entrained air are conect.

. For the cases with extended heat source and at small tempglature
stratit¡cat¡on the experimental results and the increased plume air volume

flow with ventilation are also predicted by the simulation. A parameter

variation shows the influence ol air inlet temperature and air exchange late

on the temperature stratif¡cat¡on in the room, but it cannot be compared ¡n

deta¡lto lhe experimental situations because of ansuflicient data.

The overall agreement of the numedcal results with the experimental

measurements is very good and points out lhe practical value of numeñcal

simulation for lhe vent¡lat¡on engineer to model the etlect ol thermal plumes

ddving room air flow.
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Figure 1: a) Flow in a room w¡th heat source and plume above it. Dotted

arrows indicate opt¡onaldisplacement vent¡lat¡on. b) Thermal plume in

detailwith different reg¡ons. The plume profile parameters are shown in the
schemat¡c cross-sect¡ons.
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Figure 2: a) The "point source" is located in the hollow tube of 5 cm
diameter isolated by a cube of BO cm width and a height of 1 5 cm, l o
cm above the floor. b) Black cylinder heat source 1m high and 40 cm
in diameter.

\
x-21 (4 m)

v x
\_
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Figure 3: Grid for test chamber. Room size; xyz 8m*6m*4.6 m, 4?*36i26
cells, respectively. The heat sources are located in the exact room centre.
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Case RVC1l' Heat source:22 W
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Figure 12: Comparison of flow þattern and temperature strat¡f¡cat¡on in the
midplane x=21 Íor cases w¡th a vent¡lation rate of 0.7 ach. a) case RVC'Iz:
ÂT=0 K. b) Case RVCIl! ÁT= - 0.5 K. c) Case RVC17: AT= - I K. d) Case
RVC31:ÂT=-2K.
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Figure 13: Comparison of flow pattem and temperature stratificat¡on in the
midplane x=?1 tor cases w¡th a inlet air temperature difference of -1 K. a)
Case RVCI7: Ventilation rate r = O.7 ach. b) Case RVC30: r = 1.4 ach. c)
Case RVC15: r = 2.0 ach. d) Case RVC16: r = 4.0 ach.
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